THE RISKS OF DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
Dental practices rely on emerging digital technologies to bring greater efficiency to their practice and better care for their patients. However, new technology requires new network security infrastructure that stretches beyond the basic protection provided by traditional routers. When you don’t employ a robust firewall appliance, you potentially expose to hackers your valuable protected health information (PHI), transaction data and access to confidential information databases. Thus, a more comprehensive approach to network security is needed to guard against the hidden, sophisticated attacks that can plague your practice without you ever knowing.

COMPREHENSIVE NETWORK PROTECTION
The WatchGuard all-in-one network security solution, brought to you by TechCentral, provides protection while slashing the time and cost associated with managing multiple single-point security products. All security capabilities work together for a holistic, comprehensive approach to network protection.

“Unprecedented” Affordability
“WatchGuard’s XTM Series is the best bang for any organization’s buck.”
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For any given price level, WatchGuard has outstanding performance. Its appliances feature new processors with the horsepower to inspect traffic at higher speeds as well as the memory to support the latest security measures that help you take on the creative cyber criminals of the future.

KEY BENEFITS

SIMPLIFY SECURITY NEEDS
Don’t compromise protection for strong performance, or vice versa.

PROTECT DATA
A data breach from viruses, trojans or malware at your practice could be devastating to your patients’ security, as well as your financial stability. In addition to a damaged reputation, you could face financial damage from large fines and lost revenue.

SECURE WIRELESS AND REMOTE NETWORKING
WatchGuard technology enables you quick, secure configuration at remote locations without technical staff on-site.

ENFORCEMENT POLICY
Encourage appropriate application usage and web surfing of both your staff and patients.

KEY FEATURES

AVG ANTI-VIRUS
Scans traffic on major protocols to stop threats.

APPLICATION CONTROL
Helps keep unproductive, inappropriate and dangerous applications off limits.

webBLOCKER
Helps control access to sites that host objectionable material or pose network security risks.

REPUTATION-ENABLED DEFENSE
Helps provide faster, safer web surfing with cloud-based reputation look-up.
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